
 

 

 

Acclaimed Author, Trainer and Speaker. 

Entrepreneur, CEO and Former Fortune-20 Vice President  

and Stage, Film & TV Actor (including a #1 TV Show).

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
STEVE FORBES: “…just what we need in these difficult times.” 

BRIAN TRACY: “…a proven system to build   

an extraordinary life, accomplish all your goals.” 

MARSHALL GOLDSMITH: “Listen to Chris!”                  

 

 

 

You’ll Be Captivated, Engaged & Enriched. You’ll  

Walk Away Inspired & with Tools for Real Change. 

Compelling Stories with Strategies for Peak Growth, Engagement and Success 

Christopher Babson 

Sample Keynotes & Seminars  
 (Tailored to your organization – from 45 minutes to 3 days) 

Be Like Cliff – Peak Human Potential 
A dynamic, inspiring story of how a 60-year-old farmer & 

novice runner smashed all odds & expectations, beating  

20- and 30-year old professional runners by 10 hours in  

an “Ultra Marathon” (544 miles in 5 days). Simple Tools  

for You to Repeat Cliff’s Herculean Results in Your Work. 

• Live & achieve in Peak States & at Performance levels 

• Massively Unlock & Unleash Your Human Potential  
 

Peak Performance Leadership 
Lead with Authentic Charisma – 5 Leadership Multipliers 
The story of how an otherwise ill-advised, yet wholly 

authentic, leadership style, adopted by a sport’s coach,  

led to the consensus greatest 20th Century sports upset. 

• How you can adopt a powerful, authentic leadership style 

• Master your ability to create passionate engagement  
 

3 Words That Will Change Your Life 

How to Master Your Mindset, Performance & Results 
Keywords are primary e-advertising tools. You will be 

amazed at how incredibly powerful Your 3 Keywords will be  

in transforming your life: personally & professionally. 

• The easiest peak living & peak performing tool ever 

• Simple brain hack for great motivation & action 
 

Breakout Presentations – WOW! Your Audience 

Win Hearts & Minds with Your Presence & Performance 

Inspirational Stories that show you how you can rock every 

presentation & own every stage, capturing hearts & minds. 
 

• Learn to present with the power & persuasive force  

of a Broadway actor & a dynamic CEO. 
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Why So Many Choose Chris 
You get a one-of-a-kind experience & expertise 

  Fortune-20 Vice President, Finance 
• Business savvy – Chris sourced & managed 

more than $1-billion in corporate alliances, 

including in Jack Welch’s GE (Capital) 
 

  Entrepreneurial CEO (selling his 1st company) 
• You get the vision, passion & creativity of a 

driven entrepreneur & leader  
 

  Acclaimed Actor (including a #1 TV Show) 
• Learn from an expert to connect & 

communicate with powerful charisma 
 

  Acclaimed Speaker & Trainer 
• UCLA Leadership Instructor 

• Acclaimed trainer of thousands of managers 

& other pro’s for hundreds of companies 

 

 

 You are Guaranteed  

• A dynamic, entertaining & inspiring 

presentation, that also… 

• Gives you simple, science-based tools  

you use to successfully affect true,  

lasting & massive positive-change.  

 Do You Want…? 

• A dynamic, memorable event?  
 

• More from and for yourself, your team  

& your organization?  
 

• The latest in the science  

& art of peak  

performance &  

leadership?  
 

• Organizational &  

personal growth?  

• An exhilarating & 

bonding experience? 

 You’ll Be Glad  

 You Chose Chris 

 

email Chris Now to Book  

Your Next Training or Event 

info@ChristopherBabson.com 
Facebook.com/PeakPerformanceLeadership 

Linkedin.com/in/ChristopherBabson 

YouTube.com/c/ChristopherBabson 

 

 

Seminar & Speech Reviews 

“…great stage presence and charisma. He  

quickly grabs the audience and holds their  

attention with his wit and wisdom.  Chris  

has the ability to bring about true change.” 

~Joanne Nall, CEO, Nall & Associates 

“Thank you for blowing away expectations.  

I highly recommend Chris.”  

~John Cyprus, CEO, Ameritec 

“I’ve heard many speakers and few  

can hold a candle to you and the vast  

majority fall far short of your skill  

and relevance… You’ll be happy to  

know that I am applying your tools  

and the results are FANTASTIC.”  

~Dylan Gittleman, VP, IBM 

“An awesome seminar. I really enjoyed the  

training & can’t wait to use it at work.”   

~Steven, Director, DeltaStar Technologies 

“It’s going to benefit me professionally AND  

personally. I didn’t expect that. BONUS! ”   

~Julie, Supervisor, City of Santa Clara 

“Chris is very knowledgeable and has a lot of  

humor. The discussions were lively and he  

created an environment that made the  

seminar incredibly enjoyable, aside from  

the valuable leadership and motivational  

tools we learned.”  ~Engracia, Fidelity  

“Chris is AWESOME! He is very candid.  

I love his style!!! I truly enjoyed this  

training!! He kept us engaged.” 

~Rosh, Sr. Customer Care Director,  

Gamestop Inc. 

“Today was exceptional. I  

feel like I’m walking away  

with a great deal of  

knowledge and I’m excited  

to employ what I’ve learned.” 

~April DeCoq, Director,  

Pacific Mobile 

“Wow! Incredibly useful. Rich content.” 

~Adam, UCLA Extension 

Professional Leadership Program 
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